
A. TRIP HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

TRIP was created in 2018 by convened persons 
and was granted the Operational Certificate   
N0 1003/RGB/NGO/OC/02/2022 on 28th 
February 2022 by Rwanda Governance Board 
(RGB). 

B. TRIP PROJECTS:

1. “TWUNGUBUMWE” PROJECT
 

TRIP “TWUNGUBUMWE”  PROJECT aims 
to promote and give support in community 
participation, working together, team spirit, 

social responsibility and accountability among 
rural people through various groups and associ-
ations called “TRIP Stakeholders”. This project 
gathers community members together in 
various activities for a sufficient production for 
everyone on a rotation basis.

2. « TWONGERE UBUMENYI » 
PROJECT 

TRIP contributes in education through « 
TWONGERE UBUMENYI » PROJECT by 
preparing reading tests to the primary school 
students in order to support them improving 
their reading capacity and their mind smartness. 
This project is implemented in Busana Village, 
Kabushinge Cell, Rwaza Sector in Musanze 
District.

TRIP also teaches those young girls and boys 
about hygiene and sanitation, health reproduc-
tion and sexual information to avoid sexual 
abuse and being active in gender mainstreaming 
in families. 

3. “TWITEZE IMBERE MU BWOROZI 
BW’INGURUBE” PROJECT
 
TRIP donates piglets to rural people through 
Stakeholders. Those piglets also become a 
source of  piglets to spread to others in 
surrounding populations. The initiative would 
improve their level of  social and economic  
wellbeing.

 
TRIP also provides a technical support to the 
beneficiaries of  piglets on how to practice 
modern farming.

4. “TWOROZANYE INKA” PROJECT

To contribute in poverty eradication, through « 
TWOROZANYE INKA » PROJECT, TRIP 
lends cows to poor families on temporary and 
rotation. basis (« Kuragiza concept ») until the 
process allows a beneficiary to own a cow. 
Those cows help rural people in fighting against 
malnutrition, in social cohesion and in social 
economic development.

 
5. “TWITEZE IMBERE MU BUHINZI” 
PROJECT

Through « TWITEZIMBERE MU BUHINZI » 
project, TRIP supports rural people to find 
modern seeds of  crops and builds their capacity 
in modern agriculture for a sustainable produc-
tion, especially in bananas, avocados and chay-
ote to fight both malnutrition and soil erosion.

CONTACT ADDRESSES: 
Head Office: 

Busana Village, Kabushinge Cell, 
Rwaza Sector, Musanze District, 

Northern Province. 
E-mail : contact@trip-terimbere.org
Web site : www.trip-terimbere.org  

Legal Representation : (+250) 788 569 559
Coordination : (+250) 786 660 467

 TRIP is a Non-Governmental 
Organization initiated by independent 
actors of development committed to 
fight against poverty and ensure 
human security in rural areas through 
a holistic, participative, inclusive and 
transfrormative approach in a 
home-grown solution perspective.

6. « TUNOZE UMWUGA » PROJECT
TRIP provides major professional trainings in 
various domains and learning trips as far as 
socioeconomic matters especially in modern 
agriculture and livestock farming and in good 
citizenship and civic education rights and 
obligations.

 

TRIP provides major professional trainings in 
various domains and learning trips as far as 
socioeconomic matters especially in modern 
agriculture and livestock farming and in good 
citizenship and civic education rights and 
obligations.
TRIP hires expert farmers to train TRIP stake-
holders farmers about modern farming of  pigs, 
cows, bees, hens and bananas’ agriculture, etc… 
The beneficiaries are assisted with study trips 
for knowledge exchange

C. JOINING OR SUPPORTING US
You are mostly welcome if  you are passionated 
by rural development project. You can be one 
of  TRIP members and start your contributions 
or you can donate your contributions/funds to 
TRIP Organisation via provided contact 
addresses.  . 
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Our Mission: 
TRIP Aims to strengthen cooperation in rural 
development by supporting the development 
initiatives of  rural communities.

Our Vision: 
Our vision is to promote a decent life for many 
people in rural areas.
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